Why Does Arkansas’ Juvenile Justice System Need Reform?
We all want to do what’s best for kids, and Arkansas’ current juvenile
justice system is not as effective as it can be in helping youth in trouble.
•

Arkansas strives to provide the right help at the right time for youth, in the
most cost-effective way possible.

•

Without a broad range of community-based programs available, the Arkansas
juvenile courts are often forced to rely on confinement, even though it costs
more money and there are more effective alternatives to help kids.1

•

When everyone in the community – including schools, recreational and
community organizations, service providers, volunteers, churches,
businesses and healthcare providers – works together in partnership with the
Division of Youth Services (DYS), the effectiveness and quality of help we
offer youth will be dramatically improved.2

•

Serious juvenile crime in Arkansas has dropped in the past decade, yet
commitments to DYS have risen during the same time period.3

•

Resources are more wisely spent on prevention and intervention services
than on expensive placements, which aren’t always necessary for protecting
public safety.4
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Reform that increases community-based programs will save taxpayer
money.
•

In one state, it has been shown that providing youth in the juvenile justice
system with an advocate – to help the child obtain needed healthcare and
resolve school, family and housing issues – ensures better care in the
community and can save the state $4,000 per child a year.5

•

The RECLAIM Ohio program has reduced the number of youth placed in
state lockup facilities by nearly half since the juvenile justice reform legislation
was enacted in 1993. The state saves the taxpayers as much as $45 for
every dollar it spends on the RECLAIM Ohio program.6

•

In Texas, additional funding of as much as $100 million to strengthen
community-based services for youth has netted taxpayers more than $200
million in savings.7

•

The Redeploy Illinois program seeks to increase the use of community
programs. During its first three years, the program helped keep 382 kids out
of lockup by moving them toward community programs. This effort saved the
state more than $18 million.8

•

Using data from across the country, a Washington State research agency
found that community programs for youth could result in as much as $2 billion
in taxpayer savings and reduced crime rates.9

Reform better protects our communities.
•

In Arkansas, nearly all kids who are locked up – even those with serious
offenses – will eventually return to the community. That’s why we need to
provide them with effective programs to help them.

•

In one study, youth who were allowed an opportunity for success in therapy
programs were 43% less likely to get arrested than those youth who were
not.10
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•

Kids who have drug problems are likely to relapse, but if they receive drug
treatment in effective programs, they are less likely to be arrested.11

•

Addressing the complex psychological and behavioral needs of Arkansas
youth in trouble with individualized care helps them learn to make better
choices and become better citizens. For example, one Arkansas program has
been up to 93% successful in preventing future arrests.12

Reform gives kids a better future.
•

By requiring quality care and accountability in juvenile justice systems, we will
recognize children as our most valuable resource and help them acquire the
positive adult relationships recognized to help develop their strengths.13

•

Locking kids up can increase the likelihood of future crime and create a cycle
of arrest and release.14

•

Interventions and programs that build on the strengths of youth and their
families provide the best opportunity for rehabilitation and treatment of our
youth.15

•

When it is necessary to lock up youth because they threaten public safety,
small, safe, humane facilities located close to the child’s family and
community offer the greatest opportunity for youth to learn how to make better
choices.16
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